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  Accommodates individual working,  
 scrum meetings and short discussions
  Stimulates movement at work
  Beacon of collaboration and

 engagement in every office

Standing tables seem to be all the rage these days, 
but not without reason. Stimulating movement at 
work, they are proven to be better for your mind and 
for your body. Ben van Berkel (UNStudio) designed 
the StandTable as an attractive alternative to the high 
tables that have made their way into offices around 
the world. With its rounded base and striking look, this 
unit works well as a meeting point in any space. While 
great for individual working, it also accommodates 
short meetings with several people, the spontaneous 
discussion, and is perfect for daily scrum meetings. 
The StandTable aspires to be the beacon of 
collaboration and engagement in every office. 

http://www.deprojectinrichter.com
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Options 
  Choose between 5 colour combinations 
  Include a cabinet, lacquered in RAL  

 9006

Materials 
  Wooden frame, laminate, HPL  

 and a selection of upholstery

Weight 
  Type 008.01 - 008.05 is 75 kg

Sustainability 
  Made in The Netherlands

Assembly 
  No assembly required
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Colour concept 
The StandTable is devided in three compartments with surfaces in 
different materials and height.  
 
The lower part (96 cm) is finished in wood coloured HPL, the middle part 
(104 cm) in Steelcut Trio fabric and the highest part (114 cm) in laminate.  
 
The base (and optionally the cabinet) is lacquered in RAL 9006. 

Type 008.02 | Yellow laminate, Oak HPL & Steelcut Trio

Type 008.01 | Grey laminate, Walnut HPL & Steelcut Trio Type 008.03 | Orange laminate, Oak HPL & Steelcut Trio
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Type 008.04 | Blue laminate, White Oak HPL & Steelcut Trio 

Type 008.05 | Brown laminate, Walnut HPL & Steelcut Trio


